
Condo Control Central

Related Feature Change Type Ref # Release Notes
Amenity Booking

Bug Fix DEV‐475 Sometimes the system would generate reminder emails for bookings that were already 
canceled.

Bug Fix DEV‐483 When taking an amenity out of service, if you entered a comment that was too long the change 
would fail and an error would be displayed. The system now displays a clear validation message 
stating the maximum allowed comment length.

Bug Fix DEV‐500 Under certain circumstances when an administrator revised a booking, there is a possibility for 
the new booking to conflict with an existing booking. This would happen if the new booking 
completely envelopes the old booking (e.g., starts earlier and ends later).

Improvement DEV‐481 The wording in the amenity booking email confirmation was not always accurate and clear, 
depending on the type of booking (e.g., single day vs multiple day). We have added additional 
email templates so that the wording is now always very clear regardless of the type of booking.

Discussion Forum
Bug Fix DEV‐482 Under some circumstances, not all forum moderators were able to moderate posts as they 

should be able to.
Entire System

Customer Request DEV‐456 Condo Control Central now offers the option to have a fully branded website, using your own 
custom colours and logo. This option is available, at a one-time cost, for security and property 
management companies who manage multiple buildings on our system. Please contact Condo 
Control Central Sales for more information.

Improvement DEV‐498 Owners and residents can now complete the registration process and use Condo Control 
Central in French. Users can set their language preference during the initial registration process.

Events
Improvement DEV‐489 Based on customer feedback, we have added an event durations of up to 8 hours. Available 

event durations now range from 30 minutes up to 3 weeks.
Lobby Display

The following changes were released to the live system during October 2013.  Please review the below release notes carefully as some changes 
impact the way the system works. If you have any questions or need clarification on any of the changes, please contact support at 416-961-7884, 
option 2, or email us at contact@condocontrolcentral.com.

October 2013 Release Notes TM
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Improvement DEV‐492 The Lobby Display Feature now allows clients to display multiple images of their property and 
have them rotate occasionally.

Security & Concierge
Customer Request DEV‐490 Incident reports now allow security guards to record the reporter of an incident as well as a 

suspect (if known).
Improvement DEV‐474 Based on customer feedback, we have added a disclaimer to the end of the visitor parking 

permit generated by the system.
Improvement DEV‐480 Added "Permit Number" to the visitor parking permit report so that each permit can be linked 

back to the Security Console if needed.
Service Requests

Bug Fix DEV‐472 When the system sent email notices about service requests, sometimes it would receive an auto-
reply response stating the person is "out of office". In some situations these auto-replies would 
trigger the request to be closed incorrectly.
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